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Abstract 
An investigation on nonconnectedness of numerical range for manic matrix polyno- 
mials L(1) is undertaking here. The distribution of eigenvalues of L(1) to the compo- 
nents of numerical range and some other algebraic properties are also 
presented. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let M,, be the algebra of n x n matrices and 
L,(n) = A&” + A,_l%“p’ + . + A12 + A,, (1) 
be a matrix polynomial, where Aj E M,, and A, # 0. For A,,, = I, L(i) is consi- 
dered manic and when the coefficients are hermitian matrices, then L(2) is 
called self-adjoint. The numerical range of L(d) is defined by the set 
NR[L(l)] = {A: x*L(A)x = 0, for some nonzero x E C’}. (2) 
This set is always closed in C and bounded [4] if and only if x*A,x # 0, for 
everyx E C”, with JjxIJ = 1. Evidently, NR[AZ -A] -_ NR[A] = {x*Ax: llxli = 1). 
The numerical range of matrix polynomials plays an important role in the 
study of overdamped vibration systems, with a finite number of degrees of 
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freedom [4]. Especially, the spectral analysis and the factorization of L(A) arise 
naturally in the solution of the Cauchy problem [1,7] 
2‘@‘(t)=O. u”‘(O)=,f;; j=O,l,...,m-1. 
/=n 
The roots A1 (x). . . . , i,,,(x) of equation x*L(A)x = 0, for nonzero x E C”. are dis- 
tributed to the root branches 
A, = {A,(x): x E C3”\{O}}, (3) 
where each branch contains one root at every x. Since, i,(x) is continuous func- 
tion of coefficients of x*L(i,)x = 0, %j( x IS continuous on x and the correspond- ) . 
ing root branch (?I is a connected set. If for a vector x E C” the equation 
x*L(A)x = 0 has a multiple root, then the root branches in Eq. (3) are not 
uniquely defined. Moreover, if NR[L(A)] is bounded and has Y connected com- 
ponents and s is the minimum number of distinct zeros of the polynomial 
x*L(i)x = 0, for all unit vectors x, then [4] Y < s < m. 
Hence, of particular interest is the study of distribution of the roots of equa- 
tion x*L(;l)x = 0, for every nonzero x E C” and consequently the number of 
components of NR[L(%)]. I n a recent publication [S], it is noticed that for 
manic matrix polynomials, NR [L( A)] h as m components if and only if the root 
branches A,, . . . , A, are disjoint. This property of /il guarantees that for every 
unit vector x E C” the polynomial I”*(A) = x*L(A)x has m distinct roots. The 
converse, that m distinct roots of tX(A) implies the existence of m components 
of NR[L(A)], h as b een studied in various cases, when L(A) is self-adjoint [7], 
Section 31. In nonself-adjoint case, for quadratic matrix polynomials 
L(A) = Zi2 + Bi + C, some results are stated in Ref. [8]. 
For manic matrix polynomials of arbitrary degree, the existence of at least 
two connected components of numerical range is investigated in Section 2 of 
this paper. The same aim for quadratic matrix polynomials is studied indepen- 
dently in the third section. In Section 3 we exhibit some algebraic results with 
respect to the distribution of eigenvalues of L(i) to the connected components 
of NR[L(A)]: and a relationship between NR[L(%)] and NR[L-‘(A)] is also 
presented there. 
2. On the connectedness 
Let the spectrum a(L) = {i:det L(i) = 0) of L(A) be nonempty. It is 
obvious that o(L) c NR[L(A)] and the eigenvalues of L(i) are distributed to 
the root branches A, in Eq. (3). One may expect that for every common point 
& of some root branches, there exists a vector x such that & is multiple root of 
the equation x*L(i)x = 0. This is not always true as it is illustrated below. 
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Example 1. Let L(A) = IL2 + 
0 1 
[ 1 0 0 . For any unit vector x = b7 ei”dm] T 
E C2, with t E [0, I], 0 E [0,24, we have: 
x*L(A)x = A2 + eis tJ1-tz = 0. (*) 
Eq. (*) is vanishing by the symmetric to the origin values 
/2, = eiy +/2(1 _ t2)1/4, ~~ = eiy t~/2(1 _ t2)i/4 
and thus 
NR[L(i)] = S 
The root branches are: 
/1, = {eiq t’l’(l -_2)“4:t E [O,l], 0 E [0,24} 
= NR[L(n)] n {z: Re z < 0} 
/12 = eiy l/2 
t (1 - t2)“4:t E [O, 11, 0 E [0,24} 
= NR[L(A)] n {z: Re z 2 O}. 
Obviously Ai n A2 = (&‘/2)[-i, i]. F or x = [l, OIT or x = [0, llT, 2 = 0 is dou- 
ble root, but for every nonzero A0 E ,4, n A,, clearly there does not exist x such 
that & is a double root of x*L(A)x = 0. 
From this example arises the question, whether the nonempty intersection 
of root branches contains multiple roots of e*(n) = 0. We do not know any 
example of a matrix polynomial such that the nonempty intersection of root 
branches in Eq. (3) does not contain roots of LX(i), with multiplicity greater 
than one. 
Another irregularity of the connectedness is exhibited in the next example. 
Example 2. For the matrix polynomial L(i) = I;lm - A we have: 
(I) If 0 6 NR[A], then NR[L(A)] has m components. 
(II) If 0 E NR[A], has NR[L(I)] is connected. 
In fact, if 0 +Z NR[A], then NR[A] as a compact, connected and convex set, 
belongs to a cone [3] 
K, = {z: 8, 6 arg Z< d2, O2 - 8, c n}. 
Thus, NR[L(A)] c {Am: x*Ax = A”‘, lixll = 1,x E C’} is a subset of Uy+$ K,.. 
where K, is the cone 
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2wt + a, 
~ < arg Z< ~ V=O~l~...,m-1 
m 
and each K,. contains exactly one component of NR[L(J.)]. 
If 0 E NR[A], then there exists a unit vector x such that x*Ax = 0. So, by 
x*L(A)x = 0, we have A” = 0. i.e. i, = 0 belongs to the intersection of root 
branches Ai ! . . A,,,. In this case, NR[L(A)] IS a connected set, since it consists 
of one component. 
For a matrix A, we denote: 
&(A) =+. H,(A) =y. 
Using this notation the manic matrix polynomial L(i) in Eq. (1) is written in 
the form 
L(3,) = P(i) + iQ(>ti). 
where 
P(i) = HOP + F&(A,,_,)i.“‘-’ + + ~IZ,~(A~~); (4) 
Q(i) = HI (A,_l)i.“-’ +...+H,(A,)3,+H,(Ao). (5) 
Therefore, for any nonzero vector x E UY, we have 
x*L(A)x = x*P(i.)x + i(x*Q(A)x) = Re(x*L(l*)x) + i Im(x*L(i)x) 
and it will be NR[L(i)] n Iw = 0, when NR[P(j.)] n NR[Q(A)] fl [w = 0. For the 
location of NR[L(L)]. we say: 
Theorem 1.1. Let NR[L(%)] n [w = 8. Th e numerical range NR[L(J)] lies in the 
upper or in the lower halfplune fund only if there exists a z;ector x E @” such thut 
(i) x*P(i.)x has m distinct reul roots pl . !pnr 
(ii) x*Q(A)x has m-l distinct real roots 41~ ~ q,,-1 und 
Proof. For the vector x, the polynomials p,(A) = x*P(jL)x and q-X(A) = x*Q(n)x 
are real and under conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), the changes of signs of the ratio 
pr(A)/q,(A), at the zeros ofg(i_) are the same. So, the roots of the polynomial 
x*L(i.)x lie in the lower or in the upper open half plane [6], Theorem 37.1. This 
holds for every nonzero vector [7], Lemma 26.8 and NR[L(i)] lies in one of the 
two open half planes. 
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Conversely, if NR[L(/Z)] 1’ ies in the upper or in the lower half plane, then for 
every nonzero vector x E C” the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold according to 
Theorem 37.1 in Ref. [6]. 0 
Corollary 1.1. Zj” NR[L(A)] n Iw = 0 and P(A) or Q(n) is not hyperbolic then 
NR[L(/?)] consists of at least two components. 
Clearly, if for a vector X, one of the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) is cancelled, 
then NR[L(i)] is constituted by at least two components separated by the real 
axis. 
In next theorem is presented a cause for NR[L(i.)] to be not connected. 
Theorem 1.2. Ij’ the sets Con.hull{NR[P(i.)] n rW} and NR[Q(i)] are disjoint, 
then there exist at least two connected components qf’NR[L(i)] lie each of them 
in the open upper and low-t’er half plane. 
Moreover, L(i) has t\co spectral divisors Ml(3,) and Ml(A) such that 
]degMi(A) - degM?(j,)] < 1. 
Proof. The assumption Con.hull{NR[P(i.)] n iw} n NR[Q(n)] = 0 implies that, 
x*L(i,)x = 0 has not real roots and even, for every A E Con.hull{NR[P(A)] n rW} 
the polynomial x*Q(A)x has constant sign. Since condition (iii) of Theorem 1.1 
does not hold, clearly NR[L( “)] A consists of at least two connected components. 
one in Ctm ;,>o and the other in @I,,, i<o. 
For any vector x, the polynomials I?,(;L) = x*P(i)x and q,(J) = x*Q(n)x are 
real and let S(X) be the number of real zeros ofp,(i.) where the ratio pl,(i)/q,(i) 
changes from - to + and T(X) the number of real zeros of ~~(3.) where 
p,(Ib)/q,T(A) changes from + to -. Then [6], Theorem 37.1 the equation 
x*L(i,)x = 0 has (m + r(x) - s(x))/2 zeros in the upper halfplane and 
(m + s(x) - z(x))/2 zeros in the lower halfplane and all these construct atleast 
two connected components of NR [L(A)]. Note that the sign of pX(x)/q,(A) 
changes from + to - and from - to + alternately and even r(x),s(x) are no 
more than [m/2] + 1. 
Since NR[L(A)] n Iw = 0, there exists a closed rectifiable curve P such that 
{i, E NR[L(A)]: I m j, > 0) lies inside P and {A E NR[L(A)]: Im A < 0) lies out- 
side P. Therefore, the numbers S(X) and T(X) do not depend on the vector s 
[7], Lemma 26.8 and let s(x) = s and z(x) = r. Hence, there exist circles includ- 
ing (m + r - s)/2 and (m + s - t)/2 roots of x*L(i)x, for every nonzero X, and 
[7], Theorem 26.13 the polynomial L(i) has two spectral divisors MI(A) and 
MZ(i) of degree (m + r - s)/2 and (m + s - z), respectively, such that 
o(Ml) = {i E o(L): Im j_ > 0} and CT(M~) = {i. E (T(L): Im 1, < O}. Moreover, 
we have 
/degM,(i,) - degM2(E,)l = ]z -ss/ < 1 
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since q*(i) does not change sign in the interval Con.hull {NR[P(A)] n 52). Thus, 
if the ratio changes sign, it must change alternatively from + to - and from 
-to+. 0 
Observe, that due to P(A) is a manic self-adjoint polynomial, [l], Theorem 
10.15, 
Con.hull{NR[P(i)] n Iw} = [a, /I], 
where a = min { CJ(P( A)) n iw} and fi = max (o(P(1)) n IL!} and even 
a = &n(L)! b = R,,,(L) for the case where L(A) is hyperbolic [7]. 
In Example 2, by Theorem 1.2 observe that P(1) = IX” - &(A), 
Q(i) = -H,(A), Con.hull{NR[P(A)] n Iw} is an interval J of [w and 
NR[Q(A)] = @ or 0. If the sets J and NR[Q( “)I A are disjoint, then clearly, there 
does not exist a vector x E C” such that x*H&)x = x*Hi(A)x = 0, i.e. 
0 @ NR[A]. 
The converse of Theorem 1.2 does not hold. In fact, for 
L(L) = diag(A3 - (3 - i),?’ - E, + 3, JL3 - (4 - i)A2 - A + 16) 
we have 
P(i) = diag(A’ - 3A2 - 2-t 3, A3 - 4A2 - ,J + 16), Q(A) = ZA2 
and NR[L(A)] is constituted by three components, one in the open upper half- 
plane and two in the open lower halfplane, although 
0 E Con.hull{NR[P(A)] n R} n NR[Q(%)]. 
For quadratic manic polynomials, by Theorem 1.2, is pointed out the fol- 
lowing. 
Corollary 1.2. Let L(A) = ZA* + BA + C = P(A) + iQ(A), where P(A), Q(l) are as 
in Eqs. (4) and (5). rf [cc, j3] n NR[Q(A)] = 0, then NR[L(I)] is constituted by two 
connected components lied each of them, in the open upper and lower halfplane 
and L(%) has two spectral roots Zi, Z2, such that o(Zl) = {A E a(L): Im I > 0} 
and ~~(22) = {A E o(L): Im A < 0). 
The distribution of components of NR[L(A)] in the open right and left half- 
plane is obtained if we apply Theorem 1.1 or Theorem 1.2 to the matrix poly- 
nomial 
M(i) = i?L(ii) = 12” + ( -i)A,_lAmP’ + . . + (-i)“Ao 
since 
NR[L(I)] = i NR[M(/Z)]. 
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3. Further algebraic properties 
Let L(A) = [/ij(A)]y,=, be th e matrix polynomial in Eq. (1) and let F be a 
bounded connected component of NR[L(/Z)]. It is known that for any nonzero 
vector x, the polynomial x*L(i)x has constant number of roots in F [7], Lemma 
26.8, let k. This property is denoting [7], section 25.1 by the notation 
ind,{x*L(A)x} = k, (6) 
where r is a simple closed rectifiable contour, such that F lies inside r and 
NR(L(A))\F lies outside r. 
For Eq. (6) it is worthnoting the properties [7], p. 13 1. 
Property I. indr{x*L-’ (3.)x} = -k, 
Property II. indr{f(A)/h(A)} = indr{f(i)} - indr{h(i)}, 
where f(l), h(A) are polynomials. 
Setting L,(A) = [cl,(n)] cj=, , we exhibit the following proposition. 
Theorem 2.1. For every principal submatrix L,(A)(p = 1, . , n) of L(A), holds 
the equality 
indr{det LP(A)} = ,o indr{x*L(i)x} = pk, (7) 
where the closed contour r separates the component Ffrom NR[L(A)]\F. 
Proof. For xP E C’, by the equation 
x;L,(L)x, = [xi OIL(A) ; , [ 1 
it is clear that NR[L,,(3.)] c NR[L(A)] and r n NR[L,,(A)] = 0, for any 
p= l,...,n. 
By induction, for p = 1 
indr{det LI (A)} = indr{/,, (A)} = indr{e;L(A)ei} = k. 
Let the relationship (7) is true for p = CJ. For p = o + 1, we have 
adj LO+,(A) = 
. . . det L,(A) 
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and 
indy{x*L,+, (n)x} = indr [x O],C(J.) 
{ * [al)=k. 
for every x E CO+‘. 
Moreover, 
indr{x* adj L,+i (2)x) = ok 
since 
indr{ez+, adj &+I (A) e,+i} = indr {det &(lz)} = ok. 
(8) 
Therefore, by Eq. (8) and the prementioned Properties I and II it is implied 
-k = indr{x*L$, (1)x} = indr 
x*adj L,+i (3.)x 
det &+I (A) 
= indr{x* adj La+, (2)x) - indr{det L,+i(E.)) 
= ak - indr{det L,+i (n)} 
from which we have 
(9) 
ind,{det L,+i (E.)} = (a + 1)k = (a + l)indr{x*l(A)x}. ??
A simplified version of Theorem 2.1 is that, any principal minor det _&(I*) 
has kp roots inside the bounded connected component F of NR[L(3,)], where 
k is defined in Eq. (6). Therefore, for p = n, it is rearised the equality [5], Lem- 
ma 6 
indr{det L(;I)} = n indr{x*L(n)x) 
and additionally by Eq. (9), we obtain: 
indr{x*adj L(i)x} = indr{det L(A)} - k = (n - 1)k. 
By the definition of numerical range for a matrix function [2] it is clear that 
NR[L-‘(A)] = {J E C\a(L) : x*L-’ (2)x= 0, for some nonzero x E C”}. 
A relationship between numerical ranges of L(A) and L-‘(2) is presented the 
following. 
Lemma 2.1. Let the matrix A E M, be invertible. Then 0 E NR[A] ifand only if 
0 E NR[A-‘1. 
Proof. By the assumption 0 E NR[A], it is implied for a unit vector 
x E C”, x*Ax = 0. Thus, we have the following. 
x*A(A*)-‘A*x = 0 + (A*x)*(A*)-’ (A*x) = 0 
+ (A*x)*A-’ (A*x) = 0 + 0 E NR [A-‘]. 
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On the other hand, if 0 E NR[K’], then 0 E NR[(A-‘)-‘I = NR[A]. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let the matrix polynomial L(i) in Eq. (l), then 
NR[L-‘(A)] = NR[L(A)]\o(L). 
Proof. If & E NR[L(l)]\a(L) th en, there exists a unit vector x such that 
x*L(ll,,)x = 0. Thus, 0 E NR[L(&)] and by Lemma 2.1, 0 E NRILP1(&)] or 
equivalently 20 E NR [L-l (A)]. 
Conversely, for A0 E NR[L-r(i)] it is implied that & $ o(L) and 
0 E NR[L-‘(&)I. Then, 0 E NR[L(&)] and consequently A0 E NR[L(i)]\ 
a(L). 0 
Corollary 2.1. For any matrix polynomial L(A) 
NR[adj L(n)] = NR[L(A)]. (10) 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 and the equality L-l(%) = (det L(n)))‘adj L(R), 
Eq. (10) is coming out immediately. 0 
4. Quadratic matrix polynomials 
In this section we consider the quadratic matrix polynomial 
L(A) = 11’ + BA + C (11) 
such that the discriminant of polynomial lX(3,) = 1,’ + (x*Bx)A + x*Cx does not 
vanishing, for any vector x E C”. Recently, it has been proved [8] that if (I) 
B = B* or (II) C = c’ and 0 E NR[B] or at least one of the hermitian matrices 
Re (B) and Im (B) is semidefinite, then NR[L(A)] is constituted by two compo- 
nents. A further generalization of this result is undertaking following. 
Theorem 3.1. Let L(A) in Eq. (11) such that one of the statements holds. 
(I) NR[B] is a line segment in C or 
(II) NR[C] 1 1s a ine segment with endpoints CI, /3 E C and the part of curve 
H = {u + io: uv = 2h, h = Im(cc e-‘I”)}, 
arctan L: i I k”, : Refi#Rea, 
t0 = I 
2 Reb=Recr, 
in NR[e- i0J/2B] is connected, 
then NR[L(R)] has two connected components. 
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Proof (I). Let NR[B] be the line segment (c@), then there exist complex 
numbers s and t such that the matrix sB + tI is hermitian. Setting 
= Zi2 + (sB + tI)A + ;I+;B+s’C 
we have 
NR[M(/1)] = s NR[L(I)] - ;. (12) 
Since the coefficient of first degree term of M(A) is hermitian matrix, NR[M(3,)] 
is constituted by two components [S] and consequently due to Eq. (12) the 
same holds for NR[L(l)]. 
(II) Let NR[C] = (a$) and let the polynomial 
~(2) = eeiW/2 L(R) = e&W/2 Ii2 + e_lW/2 BA + eel@C, 
where the angle o has stated in theorem. Then 
NR[N(A)] = NR[L(A)] (13) 
and moreover by the equality Im(e-i’O a) = Im(e-‘” B) = h, we have that 
NR(e-“” C) is a line segment parallel to the real axis. Assuming that, for the 
vectors yl, y2, the discriminants of polynomials nYk (2) = $*N(l)yk (k = 1,2) 
are in the halflines (-cc,O) and (O,+oo), respectively, then by the equalities 
Im{e-i’“[($Byk)2 - 4cv,‘Cyk)]} = 0, (k = 1,2) 
we obtain 
Re{e~i”~2(y~Byk)}Im{e-‘“~20i,*Byk)} = 2h (k = 1,2). (14) 
Hence, the complex number e-‘“/2(y;Byk) belongs to H, where the set H is 
defined in theorem and even for k = 1, 2 we have epi0J/2(y;Byk) E H n 
NR[eei”i2 B]. Due to the connectedness of H n NR[eei”‘i2 B], by Eq. (14), 
the set 
Q = (NR[eei”i2 B])2 n {z E @: Imz = 4h) 
is an interval. Let eeiwi2 B = B, + iB2 and ee”” C = Ci + iC2 where the matrices 
B,, B2, Ci and C2 are hermitians. Denoting by, 
S = {(x* e -W2 Bx)~ - 4(x*C,x): x*x = 1) 
Z, = {(x*B,~,x*B~x,x*C,x): x*x = l} 
and 
Z, = {(x*B,x,x*B~x,x*C,X,X*C~X): x*x = 1) 
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we observe that 2, = 2, x {h}. The set 2, and consequently 2, is convex for 
n 3 3. For n = 2, Z3 is either convex or a surface of an ellipsoid [8]. 
Therefore, following the steps of the proof of Theorem 2.1 (iii) in Ref. [8], we 
verify that S n {z E @: Im z = 4h) is an interval. Hence, 
{ (x* e -i”‘/2 Bx)~ - 4(x* e-“” Cx):x*x = l} n [w = [<, ~1, 
with iv < 0. So, for a to E [O,l] the quadratic polynomial y*(to)l\i(i)y(to) has 
zero discriminant, which is not true. Thus, the discriminant of 
y*N(/l)y,y E @” does not take values in (-cc,O) or (O,+oo) and by Lemma 2.1 
in Ref. [8], NR[N(E,)] h as t wo components. By Eq. (13), the same holds for 
NR[L(A)]. 0 
By the second part of the previous theorem we have the following. 
Corollary 3.1. Zf C = C and the intersection of NR[B] with real and imaginary 
axis is connected then, NR[L(A)] consists of two connected components. 
Proof. It is well known that NR[Cj is an interval of [w and in this case w = 0 and 
the set H is identified with the axes. Cl 
Note that the hypotheses of corollary are equivalent to those (ii) and (iii) of 
Theorem 2.1 in Ref. [4]. 
Finally, a lower bound for identified of coefficients of hyperbolic [7] matrix 
polynomial L(A) is presented the following. 
Theorem 3.2. Let, L(A) in Eq. (11) he hyperbolic and B, C be positive de$nite, 
then 
where and 7, = A,,,(B) and y2 = Amax(CP’B) 
Proof. It is clear that x*Bx < yl, for any x E @” and [4], Theorem 4.1: 
NR[C3, - B] = {i E @: x*(X - B)x = 0, llxll = 1) 
= 1 $-g x E C”, llxll = 1 > = [fx,P] c [w. 
Since fi is a sharp point of NR[(CA - B)], as we have seen in Ref. [9], Theorem 
1.3, 
fl= max{;l: det(C3, - B) = 0} = max{A: det(fi - C’B) = 0} 
= %,,,(CP’B) = y2. 
Thus, for any x E C”, we have (x*Bx)’ < (x*Cx)y2. Due to L(R) is hyperbolic 
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A(x) = (x*Bx)~ -4x*& > 0, Vx E @" 
and then 
x'Bx 
YIY? 3 ->4. 0 X'CX 
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